ATTACHMENT N. 1

WINNERS OF A SCHOLARSHIP FUNDED BY THE UNIVERSITY

The undersigned, aware of the liability and the penal sanctions stated in art. 75 and 76 of the DPR 445/2000 for false affirmations and mendacious declarations that will involve the loss of the granted benefits when discovered in consequence of inspections carried out by the Administration

DECLARÉS
- that s/he has never been awarded other PhD scholarships;
- that s/he acknowledges that the scholarship will only be assigned to applicants whose annual income, during the PhD programme, does not exceed the sum of 13,638.47 euro (incomes from occasional work are not taken into account);
- that s/he is not benefiting from 'assegno di ricerca (legge 240/2010)'. If so, s/he commits to renounce to the ‘assegno di ricerca’ before the beginning of the PhD;

ASKS FOR
- the payment of the scholarship \(^1\) for the a.y. 2017/2018  yes [ ]  no [ ]

as s/he considers that in 2018

[ ] S/HE WILL HAVE an income exceeding the aforementioned limit
[ ] S/HE WILL NOT HAVE

AND UNDERTAKES
- not to combine this scholarship with grants of any other kind, unless they have been awarded by national or international organizations in order to fund the Doctoral student’s research abroad;
- to inform the University administration at once, should s/he exceed the income limit;
- to pay back the monthly instalments received during the year in which the income exceeded the limit;
- to enroll at the INPS by 15 November 2017 and to inform the office following the instructions available at http://www.unipd.it/modulistica-postlauream under Modulistica dottorati

Padova___________________________________  Signature_____________________________________

\(^1\) We remind that you can enrol as a winner of a scholarship and renounce to the payment of it for only one year (or more) because you exceed the limit of income only in that particular year.